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Dear Roxane Rajabi,

Re: Knowledge, attitudes and anxiety towards influenza A/H1N1 vaccination of healthcare workers in Turkey (MS: 5522532703766655).

Here I submit the revised version of our manuscript entitled “Knowledge, attitudes and anxiety towards influenza A/H1N1 vaccination of healthcare workers in Turkey”

The Changes:

Major revisions:
- References: Please provide titles for references 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11.
- It was added titles for references 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11.

- Reference 7: please provide a functioning link to this website.
- It was provided a functioning link to this website.

- Tables: we notice that you have included the tables as additional files. If you want the tables to be visible within the final published manuscript please include them in the manuscript in a tables section following the references. Alternatively, please cite the files as Additional file 1 etc., and include an additional files section in the manuscript.
- The tables was added in the manuscript in section following the references.

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

- Affiliations: Please remember to include the city in the affiliation details.
- The city was added in the affiliation details.

- Materials and methods: Please rename this section 'Methods'.
- This section was changed as “Methods”.

- Text: Please ensure that all text is displayed in black throughout the manuscript.
Conflict of interest statement: Please rename this section 'Competing interests'.

I would like to thank you for accepting your journal and close cooperation.

Sincerely,

Derya TANRIVERDI